What’s in the 2nd Edition Update?
This expansion is not merely an update to the existing rules, but really a
brand new way to play! You must own Destination: Neptune tov use this
product, if you have purchased this separately from the base game.
If you intend to play the 2nd Edition Rules, you do not need to read the 1st
Edition Rules. Store away the 1st Edition rules, the player aid cards, and
the four generations of game cards. You may still want to use the optional
Event and Location cards (see page 4). If you do know the 1st Edition Rules,
there are some places where Red Text will alert you to a subtle change.
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• 12 page rules booklet
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12 and up

2-4 players

90 minutes

Play is not limited by the
number of counters or tokens
supplied. In the rare case you
run out of something, feel free
to substitute an unplayed color
or coins.
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Each player chooses a color. Players place their Victory and Fame
markers on the 0 (zero) of both the Victory Point and Fame Track.
After dealing players a hand of 5 Game Play Cards, the rest of the
cards are placed as a draw deck. The undistributed Credit and Fuel
are placed to the side, in a bank accessible to all players. Except
when buying technology access (see page 8), when you collect or
pay Credits or Fuel, you take them from or place them into the bank.
The Diversification and Intrepid Spacefarer cards are set aside until
the end of the game. (This is a different from 1st Edition.)
If the Optional Event Rules are being used, the Location and Event
cards draw decks are setup to the side.
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At Start, each player receives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Rocket on Earth
5 Credits
5 Fuel
5 Game Cards
2 Scoring Cards
3 Attribute Cards (see page 8)
Supply of Wooden Tokens and extra
Rockets

In 2nd Edition players start with just one
Rocket, and always receive 2 Scoring cards.

Game Board Setup Key
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Victory Point Track
Technology Chart
Fame Track
Fuel Cost
Construction Teams
Planet Name
Location Name
Research Mission
Base
Factory
Colony
Technology requirement
for Building
Draw Deck / Discard Pile
Opportunity Track
2 player game depicted
(see page 5)
Event Deck
Locations Deck
Credit Supply
Fuel Supply
Required Technology line
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Card Key
1. Title
2. Fame Value
3. Card Actions

Build

2

The first player is determined randomly; the order of play proceeds clockwise.

Cards

In addition to 2 Scoring cards, you start the game with and 5 random cards
from the Draw Deck. If you are unhappy with the first hand you are dealt, you
may shuffle the 5 cards back into the Draw Deck and draw 5 new cards. However, you may only do this once, and you must accept the second hand dealt.
In 2nd Edition players get a second chance to draw a better hand.
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Each rocket may move. Then
you may build a base, factory, or
colony for each rocket.

Throughout the game, your hand is secret to you. There is no limit to the number of cards you may have in your hand.
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Scoring & Victory

Keep track of your score on the Victory Point track. If you earn 50 Victory Points, flip your victory point marker to its +50 side and move it
back to the start of the Victory Point Track. The player with the most
Victory Points (VPs) at the end of the game wins.
Scoring Rounds
Players may initiate a Scoring Round by playing a Scoring card. In
addition, there is one more Scoring Round at the end of the game.
During a Scoring round, ALL players score Victory Points.
Players score 1 VP for each of their Factories and 2 VPs for each of
their Colonies.
The player with the most Fame receives 3 VPs, the player with the
second most receives 2, and the player with the third most receives
1. If two or more players are tied for having the most Fame, these
players split the total number of Victory Points received, rounding
fractions down. For example, if two players were tied for second
most fame, the total of 3 VPs for having second most and third most
would be split between these players and each would receive 1 VP.
Then all players may spend Credits to buy Victory Points:
•
•
•
•
•

1 Credit = 1 Victory Point
3 Credit = 2 Victory Point
6 Credit = 3 Victory Points
10 Credits = 4 Victory Points
15 Credits = 5 Victory Points

Players secretly put the Credits in hand and reveal their VP purchases simultaneously. Players may only spend once (and no more than
15 Credits) during a particular Scoring round. (Note the maximum
spend has increased from 1st Edition.)

Game End
After the turn that the last card is
drawn from the Draw Deck, each player
may take one final turn to play cards,
including the player who drew the last
card of the draw deck (and who will
therefore be the last player).
There is one final Scoring round at the
end of the game.
In case of a tie, the winner is the player
who played later in the first round of
the game.

Optional Event Rules
Players seeking greater variety in their
games may wish to use
the optional Event Deck.
After a Scoring card is
resolved one Event card
is drawn and resolved.
Event icon.
Once resolved, an Event
card is discarded. The 19
location cards are used in
conjunction with the Event deck, when
a “Pick a Location card” is drawn. After
resolving the Event, shuffle the Location card back into its deck.

Diversification Card
At the end of the game, the player who has Bases on the greatest number of Planets
(not locations) scores 3 bonus Victory Points. If more than one player
is tied for the greatest, each receives 1 bonus Victory Point.
Intrepid Spacefarer Card
At the end of the game, the player who has a Factory or Colony
furthest away from Earth scores 3 Bonus Victory Points. Distance
is determined by counting the unmodified Fuel Cost to the planet
using the most efficient route. If more than one player is tied, each
receives 1 bonus Victory Point.
In 2nd Edition, the Diversification and Intrepid Spacefarer tiles are only
awarded at the end of the game.
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DIVERSIFICATION

Intrepid
Spacefarer

+3 VP to player with bases
on the most planets
+3 VP to player with a
Factory or Colony furthest
from Earth, where that
player also controls the
Research Mission

Playing a Turn
On your turn you may either:

Play card(s) OR Draw card(s)
Playing Cards
When you choose to play, you may play as many cards as you wish, resolving each card one at a time. In one turn,
you cannot play the same type of card twice.
When you play a card, you put the card in the Discard pile. In addition, for every card you play, you must place a
card on the Opportunity Track. (Thus you will take twice as many cards from your hand as you play.) When you
place a card on the Opportunity Track, place it to the side of the board to the left of any other cards (see diagram
below). If the Opportunity Track already has as many cards as the number of players plus one, the rightmost card
is discarded. You may not change the order of the cards in the Opportunity Track. You may never place a Scoring
card on the Opportunity Track. But you must place a card on the Opportunity Track to play a Scoring card, like
other cards.
Before you resolve a card’s specific game effect, gain the number of Fame points indicated on the upper left corner of the card. After scoring Fame, resolve the card. The card reference on the back of the rules contains details on
the play of specific cards. When you play a card, you are never required to perform any of the actions on the card;
it may be played for the Fame points alone.
Drawing Cards
Most turns you will find yourself drawing cards, not playing cards. When you wish to draw cards, you must choose
from one of these two options:
1. You may draw 2 cards, either from the top of the Draw Deck or from the Opportunity Track; or you may take one
from the Draw Deck and one from the Opportunity Track. You may see the first card you take from the top of the
Draw Deck before deciding if your second card will come from the Draw Deck or the Opportunity Track.
OR
2. You may name a specific card type (except a Scoring card). Take that card from the Draw Deck, add it to your
hand, and then shuffle the Draw Deck. If the Draw Deck no longer contains the card you name, you may (but are
not required to) take a card from your hand and place it in the discard pile and then take the named card from
the discard pile. Once you’ve announced your desire to take a named card, you cannot change your mind after
inspecting the Draw Deck.
OPPORTUNITY TRACK

DISCARD PILE

In this example from a two-person game, the opportunity track can have a maximum of three cards. The card
being placed on the track (Attract Investors) will become the left-most card on the opportunity track, and each
of the other cards will shift to the right. The right-most card (Fuel Broker) will be discarded.
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Space Construction Teams (Rockets)

Players start with one Space Construction Team (i.e. Wooden Rocket piece) on Earth. When you play a Fuel Broker
card, you may purchase (another) Rocket on Earth for 1 Credit; you may only purchase one Rocket per Fuel Broker
Card.

Planets and Locations

There are a total of 10 Planets, including the Dwarf Planets of the Asteroid Belt
and Kuiper Belt. Each Planet is associated with one or more locations.

Moving Between
Locations at the Same
Planet
The cost to move between two
locations at the same planet is
always 1 (see Fuel, Page 7.)

Example of Locations:
Mars has two locations, the Polar Regions and Mineral
Beds. Each location has four different places where a
player may have tokens:
•
•
•
•

Research Mission box
Base building circle
Factory building circle
Colony building circle

The line between the
Research Mission and the
Base is a reminder that you
must have a token on the
Research Mission before
building a Base.
Likewise, the lines connecting the Base to the Factory
and Colony are reminders
that you must have a Base
before building the Factory
and Colony.
The icons for technologies
required to build are printed next to the circle.
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• At the Polar Regions, a player must have a token on
High Efficiency Insulation to build a base, and must
have a token on Enhanced Fission Power to build a
Colony or Factory.
• At the Mineral Beds, there is no technology required to build a Base, but Enhanced Fission Power is required to build
a Colony or Factory.
The Factory at the Polar Regions has
neither the Mineral nor Fusion Fuel icon.
You will receive 1 Credit if you have a
Factory here when a Factories Produce
card is played.
The Factory at the Mineral Beds has the
Mineral icon. You will receive 1 Credit if
you have a Factory here when a Factories
Produce card is played, like any other
Factory. In addition, if you do not have a
token on Fusion Power, you will receive a
Fuel; otherwise you will receive an extra
Credit.

Fuel

Fuel is used to deploy Research Missions, move Rockets, and build Colonies.
At any time, you can purchase a Fuel counter from the bank for 3 Credits, but
when you play a Fuel Broker card, you may buy and sell Fuel to the bank for 1
Credit each. Except when using a Fuel Broker card, you cannot sell Fuel to the
bank.
To calculate the Fuel Cost between two locations:
Total the numbers printed on the Fuel icons on the distance markers connecting the planets. Research Missions and Colonies are counted from Earth;
Construction Teams count the icons on the path between two planets.
Reduce this number by each player’s current Speed Level. All players begin at
speed 0, which is increased by Technologies. Technological speed improvements are cumulative.
Further reduce the total distance by the number of your Bases on route,
using only one Base per planet. You can use a Base at the planet you start on
and on the planet you end on. (Note that the way Bases affect fuel costs has
changed in 2nd Edition.)
A Fuel Cost can never be reduced below 1, even between locations of the
same planet. (The cost to move between two locations at the same planet is
always 1.)

FUEL
COST

=[

Total of
Fuel Costs

]-[

Speed from
Technology

]-[

Credit & Fuel Counters
Keep your Credit and Fuel in view
of the other players.

Fuel Counter

Credit Counter

Fuel from Earth
Note that it costs 1 Fuel to send a
Research Mission or Rocket from
Earth to Earth’s Orbit.

Number of Bases on
Route (1 per planet)

]

Fuel Cost Calculation Example:
The Red player wishes to send a Research Mission to Callisto. The distance between Earth and Jupiter is calculated by adding together the distances on route:

• 2 between Earth and Mars
• 2 between Mars and the Asteroid Belt
• 3 between the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter
for a total of 7.
The player currently has a speed of 4 due to Improved
Gravity Slingshots and Enhanced Fission Power. Before
Bases, the Fuel Cost is now 3.
The player has two Bases, one on the Lunar Polar Regions
and one on the Mars Mineral Beds, deducting 2 more,
resulting in a Fuel Cost of 1.
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Fame

Attribute Cards

Fame may provide additional Victory Points, as described in the section on
Scoring and Victory.

Attribute cards give you special
abilities, making your faction
distinctive.

You earn Fame by playing Game cards and due to Attribute cards.

At any point during your own turn, you may deduct 5 Fame to collect 1
Credit; however, when you play an Attract Investors card, you may collect 1
Credit for each 2 Fame Points you deduct. (Note the change from 1st Edition.)
There is no upper limit to the amount of Fame. If a player earns more than
20 Fame, flip the Fame Marker over to the side that says +20. If a player has
40 or more, add a token on top of the Marker to indicate another +20.

Technology

Having access to technology improves your speed and allows you to build
in harsh conditions.
One player is said to Control a technology. The token of the controlling player is always placed on top of any other players’ tokens.
All of the players with a token on a technology are said to have Access to the
technology. At any time during your turn you may pay 2 Credits to the player that controls a technology to gain permanent access to the technology.
Place your token beneath the controlling player's token. (Note the cost has
changed from 1st Edition.)
Other than High Efficiency Insulation, Improved Gravity Slingshots, and
Enhanced Fission Power, technologies have prerequisites, as shown by the
lines on the Technology Chart.

During the setup of a 4 player
game, each player is dealt 3 Attribute cards. In 2-3 person games,
each player is dealt 4 Attribute
cards. This is done after the initial
hand of Game cards has been
dealt.
Each player selects one card and
places it face down on the table
and passes the rest to the player
to the left. This process is repeated
until each player has 3 Attribute
cards face down. In a 2-3 person
game, the remaining cards are
placed back in the box and are
unused in this game.
Then all of the players reveal their
Attribute cards simultaneously,
prior to starting the first turn.
Attribute cards are new in 2nd
Edition.

Some technologies can affect your speed. These bonuses are indicated on
the technologies.
Each technology has an associated icon. Icons next to a building circle indicate which technologies are required to
build there (see location diagram).
When you play a Technology Card, place your token on an unoccupied technology (provided you have access to
any prerequisite technologies). You now control that technology.
You may also use a Technology Card to gain access to an already controlled technology without paying the controlling player.

To build a Base on Triton, access to High
Efficiency Insulation technology is required. Building a Factory requires Fusion
Power, and building a Colony requires
Fusion Power and Graviton Generators.
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Research Missions

The first step to establishing a presence at a location is to send out a Research Mission. When you
play a Research Missions card, select an unoccupied Research Mission box. Pay 1 Credit and the
Fuel cost from Earth and place your token on the space. You may only send one Research Mission
per card (unlike 1st Edition.)
Rockets are not used for Research Missions. The Rockets are only used when you play a Build card.
Only one player may have a Research Mission in a location. Sending a Research Mission to a location provides you the exclusive ability to build at that location (also unlike 1st Edition.)

Research
Mission icon

Optional Rules
You may use none, some, or all of these optional rules.
Docking Fees
When calculating a fuel cost, you may use another player’s Base to lower your fuel cost, but you must give that player
1 Credit (per Base used).
Prior Research
These rules provide players with control of up to 3 Research Missions prior to the start of the game by auctioning
Location cards.
At the beginning of the game, give each player 10 credits instead of the usual 5.
1. Remove the Earth’s Atmosphere card from the Locations deck, and then draw a number of cards from the Locations deck equal to twice the number of players and place them face up on the table in a line (randomly).
2. In order that the cards were drawn, players secretly bid on the locations by placing a number of credits in their
hand and then revealing their bids simultaneously. A player who has not won an auction must bid at least 1 credit
(and therefore in the first round of bidding, each player must bid at least 1 credit). Players who have won at least
one auction are not required to bid; players who have won 3 auctions are not allowed to bid.
3. In addition to paying the bid to the bank, the winner of the auction must also discard 1 Fuel counter, regardless
of the distance from Earth. Then the high bidder places a token on the Research Mission at that location. A player
who bids 0 credits cannot win an auction. If all players bid 0 credits, no one places a Research Mission on that
location.
In case of a tie for highest bidder, those highest bidders must bid again in a tiebreaker and must bid at least as much
as the previous high bid. As long as the bid gets higher among the tied winners, the tiebreaker procedure is repeated
until there is just one high bidder. If in a tiebreaker round, none of the players increases their bid, the winner is determined randomly amongst the bidders in that round.
Trade
During your turn, you may trade your Credits, Fuel, and game cards with other players. You may not trade your scoring or attribute cards. You may trade freely during your turn with other players. When it is not your turn, you may only
trade with the player whose turn it is.
Long Game
Some groups may want a somewhat longer game, especially when playing with 4 players. If players agree at the outset, when the last card of the draw deck is drawn, take 24 random cards from the discard pile and replenish the draw
deck. When the last of these cards is drawn, the game ends normally.
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Building

Play a Build card to construct Bases, Factories, and Colonies, represented by tokens placed
in the appropriate circles on the map.
When you play a build card, first you must move your Rocket(s) to the location(s) where
you want to build. You may move your Rockets to any other locations just to reposition
them - you are not required to build with a Rocket just because you moved it. If a Rocket
is already at a location, it does not need to move to build at that location.

Base

You can’t build in a location where you do not have a Research Mission.
After your Rockets have been repositioned, you may place one token on a Base, Factory,
or Colony for each Rocket at that location, provided that you pay the price. One Rocket
cannot be used to place 2 tokens on one turn. (Rockets are not removed from the board
when building.)
• Bases: Bases cost 1 Credit. You must have a token on the Research Mission at that location in order to build a Base. When you build a Base, earn 1 Victory Point.
• Factories: Factories cost 2 Credits and you must have a Base at that location.
• Colonies: The price (in Credits) for each Colony is printed on the Colony itself (see
picture). In addition, you must also pay the fuel cost from Earth. (This represents the
colonists and their supplies.) You must have a Base at that location.

Factory

2
Colony

Example of Play
Red is the first player in a four player game. For the opening turn, Red decides to play rather than draw. (All four players
have the resources stated in the setup described on Page 2.) Red has the following Attribute Cards:
• Fanatical: Once per Scoring Round, before Fame VPs are awarded, you may deduct 5 Fame and gain 1 VP.
• Energy-Efficient: You have +1 speed.
• Exploration Focused: Your Research Mission cards are worth 6 Fame.
Red’s first card is a Research Mission. Red places a Fuel Broker
on the Opportunity Track and takes 6 Fame points. Red then
spends 1 Fuel and 1 Credit and places a Token on the Research
Mission box on Mars’ Mineral Beds. Note that the Fuel Cost
of 2 has been reduced to 1 because of the
3 Resear
Energy Efficient Attribute.
ch M
issions

Place a
(You do Research Missi
not mov
on
e your ro .
ckets.)
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Factory Production

When you play a Factories Produce card, you receive 3 Credits, plus 1 Credit for each
of your Factories. You must have a least one Factory on the board to play a Factories
Produce card.
Factory circles with a Mineral or Fusion Fuel icon may produce additional Credits or
Fuel:
Minerals
Before a player has access to Fusion Power, a Factory with the Mineral icon will produce
1 Fuel (in addition to the Credit every Factory produces); once a player attains Fusion
Power, it produces an additional 1 Credit (and not an extra Fuel).
Fusion Fuel
Factories with the Fusion Fuel icon will produce 1 Fuel if the player has access to Fusion Power (in addition to the Credit every Factory produces). If the player has Fusion
II Technology, 2 Fuel are produced (in addition to the Credit every Factory produces).
Factory with
Minerals

Red’s second card is a Build. Red places a Factories Produce card on the Opportunity Track behind the existing Fuel Broker, and takes 2 Fame
(for a total of 8). Red spends a fuel and moves its
Rocket to Mars’ Mineral Beds. Red then spends a
Credit, places a token on the Base, and also gains
a Victory Point for building the Base.

2

Factory with
Fusion Fuel

Build

Finally, Red decides to play a Scoring card, placing
e. Then
ay mov ctory, or
cket m
fa
a Build card on the Opportunity Track. No one has
Each ro uild a base,
b
rocket.
you may ny for each
colo
any Factories or Colonies. Red uses the Fanatical
attribute and deducts 5 Fame and scores a second
Victory Point. Fame Awards are presented, and Red
will gain 3 VPs for being in first place, while the other
3 players will gain 1 VP each (splitting the awards for second
and third place). Finally, all of the players can purchase Victory
Points. The other 3 players all spend 3 Credits to purchase 2 Victory Points, but Red decides to spend just 1 Credit for 1
Victory Point. The Scoring Round Ends with Red having 5 VPs and the other 3 players having 3VPs each.
Red ends the turn with just 1 Scoring card left in hand, in addition to 2 Fame, 2 Credits, and 3 Fuel.
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The Cards
Card Type

Description

Attract
Investors
Fame: 1

Collect 5 Credits. Then collect 1 Credit for each 2 Fame Points you chooses to deduct.

Build
Fame: 2

Move any or all of your Rockets, paying the Fuel Cost. Then each Rocket may build
one Base, Factory, or Colony. Each Rocket can only be used to build once each turn.

Factories
Produce
Fame: 1

Collect 3 Credits, plus Credits and Fuel for each your Factories as per the Player Aid
Card. You must have at least one Factory on the board to play this card.

Fuel Broker You may (but are not required to), pay 1 Credit to place a Rocket from your supply
on the board in the Earth Box.
Fame: 1
Then you may buy or sell Fuel for 1 Credit each.

Research
Missions
Fame: 3

Pay 1 Credit plus the Fuel Cost from Earth to place a token on an unoccupied Research mission.

Technology Place your token on an unoccupied Technology to take control of it; or gain access
to an already controlled Technology without paying the controlling player. You must
Fame: 4
have access to any prerequisite technologies.

Scoring
Fame: 0

Initiate a Scoring Round (See Page 4)
or
Collect 5 Credits.
This card can never be placed on the Opportunity Track. (Like other cards, you
cannot play a Scoring card more than once per turn, not even if using the different
functions.)
End of Game Scoring
+3 Intrepid Spacefarer (+1 if tied)
+3 Diversification (+1 if tied)
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